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Summary
Kiwifruit (Actinidia spp) is a woody, perennial and deciduous vine. In this genus, there are

multiple ploidy levels but the main cultivated cultivars are polyploid. Despite the availability of

many genomic resources in kiwifruit, SNP genotyping is still a challenge given these different

levels of polyploidy. Recent advances in SNP array technologies have offered a high-throughput

genotyping platform for genome-wide DNA polymorphisms. In this study, we developed a high-

density SNP genotyping array to facilitate genetic studies and breeding applications in kiwifruit.

SNP discovery was performed by genome-wide DNA sequencing of 40 kiwifruit genotypes. The

identified SNPs were stringently filtered for sequence quality, predicted conversion performance

and distribution over the available Actinidia chinensis genome. A total of 134 729 unique SNPs

were put on the array. The array was evaluated by genotyping 400 kiwifruit individuals. We

performed a multidimensional scaling analysis to assess the diversity of kiwifruit germplasm,

showing that the array was effective to distinguish kiwifruit accessions. Using a tetraploid F1

population, we constructed an integrated linkage map covering 3060.9 cM across 29 linkage

groups and performed QTL analysis for the sex locus that has been identified on Linkage Group 3

(LG3) in Actinidia arguta. Finally, our dataset presented evidence of tetrasomic inheritance with

partial preferential pairing in A. arguta. In conclusion, we developed and evaluated a 135K SNP

genotyping array for kiwifruit. It has the advantage of a comprehensive design that can be an

effective tool in genetic studies and breeding applications in this high-value crop.

Introduction

Recent advances in high-throughput SNP array technologies

provide a powerful platform for genotyping SNPs across the

genome of organisms, owing to their effectiveness in terms of

cost per marker, especially for polyploids. Various SNP genotyp-

ing arrays have been developed in polyploid crops, such as

strawberry, rose, potato, wheat and chrysanthemum (Bassil

et al., 2015; Koning-Boucoiran et al., 2015; van Geest

et al., 2017; Vos et al., 2015; Winfield et al., 2016). These

arrays contain a large number of SNPs and have been

demonstrated to be effective tools for linkage analysis, QTL

mapping of important traits and genome-wide association

analysis (Allen et al., 2017; Bourke et al., 2018b; Vos

et al., 2015; Vukosavljev et al., 2016; You et al., 2018). The

SNP array approach has the advantages of cost-efficiency, low

error rates, high density and ease of automation of data

processing. In addition, allele dosages can be assigned to

individuals relatively easily by available tools using the relative

strength of two allele-specific signals (Serang et al., 2012;

Voorrips et al., 2011). However, it also has the disadvantage

that only a fixed set of SNPs can be evaluated, making it less

flexible than sequencing-based approaches.

Kiwifruit is an economically important crop with an annual

worldwide production of 4.34 million tons (FAOSTAT, 2019,

http://www.fao.org/faostat/), despite its relatively short history of

domestication since the early 20th century (Ferguson, 2013).

Kiwifruit is a woody, perennial and deciduous vine, which belongs

to the genus Actinidia. It is comprised of 54 species with very

diverse morphological and genetic characteristics (Testolin

et al., 2016). It also naturally occurs in a wide range of ploidy

levels, from diploid (2x) to dodecaploid (12x). Global kiwifruit

production is mainly dominated by polyploid kiwifruit cultivars,

which have the advantage of possessing large fruits and

displaying strong disease resistance (Ferguson, 2013; Tahir

et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2012). The global kiwifruit market is

dominated by the yellow-fleshed A. chinensis var. chinensis

(either diploid or tetraploid) and the green-fleshed A. chinensis

var. deliciosa (hexaploid). Over the last decade, there has been

increasing interest in the commercialization of Actinidia arguta,
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also known as kiwiberry. Multiple ploidy levels occur in this

species, but most selections are tetraploid (Zhang et al., 2017).

In addition to this variation in ploidy, Actinidia species are

mostly functionally dioecious. Usually, female plants from

germplasm collections have been extensively characterized, but

this is not the case for male plants with no fruiting, for which the

contribution to aspects of fruit production and fruit quality is

difficult to evaluate. It requires a large investment in cost and time

for breeders, as multiple experimental crosses of a male tester are

needed for progeny testing. Phenotypic selection is still the

primary breeding method used by kiwifruit breeders. Phenotypic

traits such as fruit quality and Pseudomonas syringae pv.

Actinidiae resistance are mostly quantitative, genetically con-

trolled by multiple genes and with a large influence from both

cultivation management and the growing environment (Tahir

et al., 2019, 2020; Testolin et al., 2016). The genetic basis of

these traits is complex in dioecious polyploids, making the

breeding for desired traits even more challenging.

Kiwifruit production has continuously grown over the last

decade, but to increase breeding efficiency and reduce breeding

cycles, better knowledge is required regarding genes and

genomic regions involved in agronomically important traits.

Various types of molecular markers have been developed in

kiwifruit for the genetic mapping of commercially important traits

(Fraser et al., 2009; Scaglione et al., 2015). For instance, the first

genetic maps were constructed in a diploid A. chinensis 9 A.

callosa interspecific population using a limited number of

markers, including amplified fragment length polymorphisms

(AFLPs) and simple sequence repeats (SSRs) (Testolin et al., 2001).

The first draft genome of a diploid kiwifruit A. chinensis was

released in 2013, which has facilitated genome-wide variant

detection and the development of dedicated molecular tools

(Huang et al., 2013). For polyploid kiwifruit, a genetic map was

recently constructed using SNPs for mapping several fruit quality

traits in hexaploid kiwifruit (Popowski et al., 2021). However,

using a genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) approach, only simplex

9 nulliplex markers could be used in that study due to insufficient

read depth to accurately call more complex marker types,

resulting in a lower map density.

With an objective to utilize SNPs for kiwifruit improvement, we

developed a high-density SNP genotyping array using 135K SNPs

identified across multiple kiwifruit species. The array was evalu-

ated by a set of germplasm accessions and a tetraploid A. arguta

population. We constructed an integrated linkage map of 29

linkage groups and performed QTL mapping for the sex locus in

A. arguta. We demonstrate that the kiwifruit 135K SNP array is

useful for genomic analysis and genetic mapping of important

traits, which is of great importance for research as well as

breeding applications.

Results

Development of the kiwifruit 135K SNP array

A germplasm panel of 40 kiwifruit genotypes was sequenced for

genome wide SNP discovery, including cultivated species (Actini-

dia arguta var. arguta, A. chinensis var. chinensis, A. chinensis

var. deliciosa and A. eriantha) and wild species (A. arguta var.

purpurea, A. macrosperma, A. polygama and A. valvata), shown

in Figure 1a and Table S1. Our aim was to identify SNPs that can

be used for a wide range of kiwifruit genotypes as well as for

genetic mapping in the tetraploid A. arguta F1 population

specifically. Of the main cultivated species, we identified an

average of 11.35M SNPs from A. chinensis var. chinensis,

20.65 M SNPs from A. chinensis var. deliciosa and 27.43M SNPs

from A. arguta. The workflow of the 135K SNP array design is

described in Figure 1b. More details of SNP detection, filtering

and selection are provided in the experimental procedure. All

identified SNPs from sequencing data were filtered, resulting in a

dataset of 411 023 SNPs. Putative SNPs and their flanking

sequences were assessed by Affymetrix Axiom platform. Follow-

ing Affymetrix recommendations, we selected 403 335 (recom-

mended and neutral) SNPs for further filtering, which led to

134 729 SNPs tiled on the array. These SNPs are evenly

distributed over the genome, with an average of 4645 SNPs per

chromosome and an average density of one SNP/4110 bp

(Figure 2a). The maximum SNP number was found on Chr23

(5.1%, 6838), while the minimum SNP number was found on

Chr4 (2.5%; 3364). Annotation of the Red5 genome showed that

35.2% (47422) of the SNPs were from the introns while 20.0%

(26946) of the SNPs were from the exons. The other major groups

include SNPs from downstream regions (15.6%, 20 984),

upstream regions (15.0%, 20 203), intergenic regions (9.2%,

12 386), UTR_3_prime (3.1%, 4220), UTR_5_prime (1.6%, 2221)

and SNPs involved in early termination or elongation of the

transcripts (0.18%, 244).

Evaluation of the kiwifruit 135K SNP array

The kiwifruit 135K array was evaluated using 400 kiwifruit

individuals, including germplasm accessions and a tetraploid A.

arguta F1 population, listed in Table S2. The SNP genotyping

results from the 134 279 SNPs on the array were classified into

six categories: SNPs were monomorphic (Mono High Resolu-

tion), or polymorphic (Poly High Resolution); only two clusters

were observed (No Minor Homozygote); an additional cluster

was observed from the SNPs whose flank sequences were

significantly different from the probes (Off-Target Variant); the

genotype call rate was below 95% (Call Rate Below Threshold);

SNP clustering with issues could not be classified from the

above (Other) (Figure 2b); three of these (Poly high resolution,

Mono high resolution, No minor homozygote) were assessed as

high quality. This resulted in a total number of 81 275 high

quality SNPs, of which 69 707 SNPs were polymorphic across

Actinidia species. In the second attempt, we reanalysed only

the A. arguta individuals for all SNPs. It resulted in 92 329

high-quality SNPs, of which 75 990 were polymorphic in the

species.

To evaluate the efficiency of the kiwifruit 135K array, we

selected 93 genotypes from germplasm accessions and the

mapping population to perform a multidimensional scaling

(MDS) analysis. Genotypes were mainly separated into two

groups: Group I is from the A. arguta and Group II is from the

A. chinensis complex and other non-cultivated species (Figure 3a).

In Group I, all accessions belonging to A. arguta are located at the

left of the plot. We observed that accessions such as ‘Ruby-3’

collected from central China were located at the upper side of the

plot, while ‘Kuilv-M’ and other accessions collected from the

northeast of China were located at the bottom of the plot. The F1

progeny were clustered at approximately equal distances from

the female parent ‘Ruby-3’ and the male parent ‘Kuilv-M’. Similar

results were found for another F1 progeny of cross ‘Ruby-3’ 9

‘11–17’, suggesting the reliability of the relationship and cluster-

ing of Group I. In Group II, the A. chinensis complex consisting of

A. chinensis var chinensis and A. chinensis var deliciosa were

clustered closely together. The other species (A. eriantha, A.
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hemsleyana, A. macrosperma, A. polygama and A. valvata) were

scattered outside of the A. chinensis complex (Figure 3b).

To assess the suitability of the array for genotyping tetraploids,

marker dosages of tetraploid individuals were called based on the

signal intensity of the array using fitPoly. The software assigned

the markers into one of five dosages: nulliplex (0), simplex (1),

duplex (2), triplex (3) and quadruplex (4), by fitting mixture

models of five normal distributions to the allele signal ratios.

(Voorrips et al., 2011; Zych et al., 2019). For the array data of

134 729 markers, dosage calling of the tetraploid individuals

resulted in 128 580 markers fitted and 6149 rejected by fitPoly.

The percentage of missing calls was low, with an average of

2.5% missing calls per genotype and 2.7% missing calls per

marker. Genotyping reproducibility across eight replicates was

99.3% on average of the markers called with dosage.

Linkage map construction

Genotypic data generated from the kiwifruit 135K array were

used to construct a genetic linkage map for the tetraploid A.

arguta population of ‘Ruby-3’ and ‘Kuilv-M’. Markers were

processed in the R package of polymapR (Bourke et al., 2018a), of

which 117 917 showed expected segregation to the parental

dosages. A principal component analysis of the population

identified three pairs of duplicates and four incompatible proge-

nies. Marker dosages were converted into the simplest segrega-

tion types of nine fundamental marker classes:

simplex 9 nulliplex (1 9 0), nulliplex 9 simplex (0 9 1),

duplex 9 nulliplex (2 9 0), nulliplex 9 duplex (0 9 2), sim-

plex 9 simplex (1 9 1), simplex 9 triplex (1 9 3), simplex 9 du-

plex (1 9 2), duplex 9 simplex (2 9 1), duplex 9 duplex

(2 9 2), as shown in Figure S1. This resulted in a final dataset

of 77 480 unique markers and a mapping population size of 315

individuals for the construction of a linkage map. We used 1 9 0

and 0 9 1 markers for the initial clustering of 116 homologues of

each of the two parents. The homologues were bridged using

2 9 0 and 1 9 1 markers to represent 29 LGs of four homo-

logues. All other types of markers were subsequently assigned to

a LG using the linkage with 1 9 0 markers.

After adding back the duplicate markers, we generated an

integrated linkage map of 106 945 phased markers covering

3060.9 cM. The average length is 105.5 cM per LG with the

maximum gap ranging from 0.4 cM to 4.8 cM. The LGs were

numbered according to the corresponding chromosome of the

Red5 A. chinensis genome by BLAST, where 98 856 marker

Figure 1 Development and applications of the kiwifruit 135K array (a) Fruit diagram of 8 Actinidia species used in the study. (b) Flow diagram shows steps

of the development of the 135K genotyping array.
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positions derived from the A. chinensis genome were assigned to

the expected LGs. Several LGs were re-oriented according to the

physical map, resulting in the final order and orientation of the

markers on the linkage map (Figure 4a). All 29 linkage groups

were densely covered with markers and the distribution of the

markers mapped on the linkage groups is shown in Table 1. We

further compared the genetic position of markers against their

physical positions of A. chinensis genome by Marey plot, showing

a high degree of synteny between A. arguta and A. chinensis

species. For some LGs, we observed some disruptions such as

inversions or translocations (Figure 4b). We double-checked the

collinearity between the tetraploid A. arguta integrated linkage

map described here and the previously published diploid A.

chinensis linkage map (Zhang et al., 2015) (Figure S2).

QTL mapping of the sex locus and estimation of
preferential pairing

The phased linkage map was used to reconstruct the inheritance

of parental haplotypes by estimating identity-by-descent (IBD)

probabilities in the population. The IBD probabilities allow QTL

detection across all homologues simultaneously. The flowering of

the progenies revealed a 1:1 ratio between male and female

offspring. Because we are ultimately interested in fruit traits, we

selected 39 males and 266 females as the mapping population.

QTL analysis of the sex locus was performed based on IBD

probabilities of the population. Initially, a highly significant QTL

peak was observed on LG3 at 86 cM, but we noticed that some

skewed markers that correlated to the sex ratio of progenies had

Figure 2 Features of the 135K kiwifruit genotyping array. (a) Density of SNP variants along chromosomes. (b) Classification of SNP genotyping results into

six categories. SNPs were monomorphic (Mono High Resolution), or polymorphic (Poly High Resolution); only two clusters were observed (No Minor

Homozygote); an additional cluster was observed from the SNPs whose flank sequences were significantly different from the probes (Off-Target

Variant = OTV); the genotype call rate was below 95% (Call Rate Below Threshold); SNP clustering with issues could not be classified from the above

(Other).
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been filtered out before linkage mapping. The sex-linked markers

were all mapped to chr3 of the A. chinensis genome, then were

added to the dataset for re-mapping (Figure S3). In the

subsequent QTL scan, a single QTL peak was positioned on LG3

at 82.1 cM with an LOD score of 145.1 (Figure S4). The major

effect for maleness was mapped to homologue 8 (our number-

ing) that was inherited from the male parent (Figure 5). The QTL

segregation type is qqqq 9 qqqQ (Q is the allele for maleness),

where male offspring carried the haplotype-specific allele (Fig-

ure S5). The male-linked markers were located in the peri-

centromeric region, which had a corresponding span of 6 Mbp on

the A. chinensis genome. Seven simplex markers from the QTL

region were analysed by PCR amplification and Sanger sequenc-

ing, confirming that the male-linked markers were mapped to

chr3 via BLAST search.

Furthermore, we investigated the meiotic pairing behaviour of

the chromosomes. Under the assumption of bivalent pairing and

using the predictions from the Hidden Markov Model, we

applied a v2 test for deviations from the expected counts

assuming random pairing. All possible combinations of pairing

are shown in Figure 6, the significant deviations from random

pairing were observed on LG15 of the male parent (P-value of

2.26 9 10�4), and none of the other deviations were significant

at P < 0.001 (Table S3). Our results, therefore, demonstrated

that tetraploid A. arguta has mostly polysomic inheritance with

paternal-specific preferential pairing behaviour on one LG in our

population.

Discussion

Development of the kiwifruit 135K SNP array

Since the completion of the kiwifruit draft genome, kiwifruit

breeding has gradually shifted from traditional phenotypic

selection to selection including markers for some traits (Hale

et al., 2018; Tahir et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2015). This is

promising for crops with a long generation time, since marker-

assisted selection (MAS) can significantly facilitate the selection

process in breeding. For example, early sex identification by male-

specific markers in kiwifruit could significantly reduce the costs of

plant maintenance in the field (Fraser et al., 2009). The high-

throughput genotyping array has been demonstrated to be a

valuable tool in genetics and breeding for some perennial crops

such as apple, cherry, peach and pear (Chagne et al., 2012; Li

et al., 2019; Peace et al., 2012; Verde et al., 2012). The present

study is the first attempt to develop a high-throughput genotyp-

ing array for kiwifruit. We aimed for an array of high quality to be

used for genetic studies and breeding applications in kiwifruit and

related species. By sequencing a germplasm collection, we noted

that Actinidia species are highly heterozygous. The high nucleo-

tide diversity of the genome is a disadvantage in the sense that

Figure 3 Multidimensional scaling (MDS) analysis of kiwifruit accessions. a) MDS plot of the Actinidia species. b) MDS plot of the Group II accessions.
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Figure 4 Linkage map construction using array data of a tetraploid A. arguta population. (a) Integrated linkage map of all 29 LGs for the tetraploid F1

population, with marker segregation types highlighted. (b) Comparison of the genetic map with the diploid kiwifruit Red5 genome. Marker positions on the

genetic map were plotted against their Mbp position on the physical map.
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the flanking SNPs can result in failed assays (Vos et al., 2015).

Taking into consideration the cost-effectiveness and future

applications of the array, we targeted it for polyploid kiwifruit

species. Having multiple copies of each homologue, specialized

genotype calling approaches are required to assign allele dosages

in polyploids. Though sequencing-based approaches are an

alternative for SNP polymorphism detection, the accuracy of

allele dosage estimates is dependent on the read counts which

are linked to the sequencing depth (Gerard et al., 2018). Deep

sequencing leads to a high cost of genotyping a large number of

individuals while it is still difficult to clearly distinguish between

different heterozygotes differing in the dosages of the alleles

(Uitdewilligen et al., 2013). Moreover, the huge amount of data

generated by deep sequencing requires advanced bioinformatic

skills and considerable computational resources for data analysis

(Bajgain et al., 2016). With this, we developed a high-density

array and described a workflow that overcomes the challenges of

genome diversity and polymorphism density in kiwifruit. It

involved a number of steps, for example, re-mapping of reads

to a modified genome improved the sequence specificity to A.

arguta. This strategy avoided sequence variation in the immediate

proximity of target SNPs to reduce interference of flanking SNPs.

Application of the kiwifruit 135K SNP array

Although the number of accessions in the germplasm panel was

small, the evaluation of the array with these 93 genotypes

demonstrated its value for germplasm analysis of this high-value

crop. The overall population structure observed within A. arguta

genotypes may be explained by geographical origin. Genotypes

from central China and northeast China clustered separately in

the MDS plot. The cluster of A. chinensis var chinensis and A.

chinensis var deliciosa is explained less well by geographical

origin, perhaps due to inconsistency between geographical origin

and registration location of the cultivars, as well as the frequent

exchange of materials during breeding activities. The cluster of

the A. chinensis complex further proves that the genetic

backgrounds of the main cultivars are very narrow, we thus

propose that interspecific hybridization may give extra genetic

variation and potential for breeding in this dioecious crop.

Kiwifruit has a large basic chromosome number of x = 29,

which is clearly a disadvantage for genetic mapping in polyploid

kiwifruit. Constructing a linkage map for such a polyploid crop is

always challenging due to the complexity of distinguishing

Table 1 Statistics of the phased linkage map of the tetraploid

population ‘Ruby-3’ 9 ‘Kuilv-M’

Linkage group Length (cM) Phased markers

LG1 117.2 3951

LG2 99.9 3375

LG3 139.0 3591

LG4 73.6 2635

LG5 100.4 3555

LG6 110.3 3970

LG7 99.5 4073

LG8 134.8 4738

LG9 105.0 3250

LG10 104.0 3806

LG11 100.2 2957

LG12 112.8 3944

LG13 120.6 3794

LG14 97.7 3493

LG15 100.4 3683

LG16 84.7 4283

LG17 110.8 3212

LG18 109.1 3989

LG19 114.3 4548

LG20 115.8 3476

LG21 97.5 3433

LG22 86.8 3508

LG23 135.5 3892

LG24 115.0 3285

LG25 90.9 3896

LG26 100.6 3853

LG27 84.6 4009

LG28 93.9 3403

LG29 105.9 3343

Total 3060.9 106 945

Figure 5 QTL analysis of the sex locus at LG3. Colours link the homologue effects at the QTL peak on showing paternal homologue 8 is associated with

male progeny. Maternal homologues are numbered H1–H4 while paternal homologues are numbered H5–H8. Positive effects are coloured green, while

negative effects are coloured purple.
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between homologue linkage groups and chromosomal linkage

groups. In this study, one of the benefits of our array design

strategy is that it provided a large pool of markers that were

segregating in the tetraploid A. arguta population, with even

genome coverage for all chromosomes and homologues. We

mapped 106 945 markers allowing homologue maps to be

integrated per chromosome, which to the best of our knowledge

is the highest density linkage map in the genus Actinidia

Figure 6 Visualization of pairing behaviour of parental homologues in the tetraploid F1 population. Maternal homologues are labelled A–D, paternal

homologues are labelled E–H. The width of the line represents the magnitude of deviations from a random pairing model. An excess of pairing counts is

coloured red and a lack of counts is coloured blue.
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published to date. Our linkage map has a good pattern with high

visibility of the chromosome arms and centromere on the Marey

plots, showing of high-quality linkage map constructed. Assign-

ing the A. arguta linkage groups to A. chinensis chromosomes

also revealed a high level of synteny at the chromosomal level

between these species. There are very few deviating syntenic

regions scattered across the linkage map, these could be due to

either the misplaced on the physical map, or different locations

across species. For example, the Marey plots indicated an

inversion of 20 cM on LG1 of A. arguta, this is more likely to

be an assembly error as the inversion was also observed in a

separate genetic mapping study in tetraploid A. chinensis (Tahir

et al., 2020).

Dioecy occurs only in 6% of angiosperms (Renner, 2014). The

genetic basis of dioecy in Actinidia species has been well-

established as a heterogametic XY system (Fraser et al., 2009).

This is supported by the evidence of the 1:1 male-to-female sex

ratios in wild and most controlled crosses at different ploidy levels

(Fraser et al., 2009; Testolin et al., 2016). In this study, the first

genetic mapping of the sex locus in tetraploid A. arguta is

presented, revealing a single, major-effect simplex QTL allele

associated with sex on LG3. The large population size and trait

heritability in the analysis provide high power for the detection of

the QTL associated with sex. The GIC is a measure of how much

information is captured by marker data and it is one of the most

important factors for successful QTL mapping (Bourke

et al., 2019). The GIC profiles of linkage groups determined per

homologue indicate that our dataset was high quality (Figure S6).

BLAST results of flanking sequences of the LG3 markers rules out

the possibility that the markers aligned to multiple positions in the

genome. Furthermore, the cluster of male-linked markers appears

to be located in or very close to the centromere of LG3. In

contrast, previous genetic mapping studies have mapped the sex-

determining region (SDR) to the subtelomeric region of LG25 in

an interspecific population of A. rufa 9 A. chinensis, as well as a

tetraploid A. chinensis var. chinensis population (Tahir

et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2015). Two sex-determining genes

have been identified: Shy Girl acts as a dominant suppressor of

carpel development, while friendly boy acts as a male promoting

factor for male fertility (Akagi et al., 2019). Recent genome

assembly of a male kiwifruit has confirmed that both genes are

located in the SDR of chromosome 25 (Tahir et al., 2022).

According to the evidence presented here, it is likely that the

chromosome carrying the SDR differs between Actinidia species

with alternate chromosomal regions containing the sex-

determining loci. Possible causes, such as independent evolution

of the SDR or translocational rearrangement, for such differences,

have been described in plants (Wei et al., 2017). In Populus,

inconsistencies of heterogametic sex and location of the sex locus

have been established via comparative mapping (Paolucci

et al., 2010). Male heterogamety was observed in Populus tremula

and Populus tremuloides, whereas bothmale and female heteroga-

metywere observed in Populus alba (Pakull et al., 2011). The SDR in

P. tremuloides resides in a pericentromeric region of LG19 that

differs from other species (where it has been mapped to more

terminal regions of the chromosome). In strawberries, a conserved

SDR cassette has repeatedly changed genomic location across

multiple octoploid Fragaria taxa， with the accumulation of the

SDRadjacent sequence and increase of the SDR size. This supports a

hypothesis of a “move-lock-grow” mechanism for the expansion

and diversity of sex chromosomes (Tennessen et al., 2018). Further,

dioecy can be associated with polyploidy in angiosperms (Glick

et al., 2016). Polyploidization is possibly accompanied by genome

restructuring due to whole-genome duplication or genomic

recombination, this may then contribute to the translocation of

the SDR. It is also possible that extensive hybridizations during

evolution facilitate the diversity in sex linkage within the Actinidia

genus, in which frequent hybridization has occurred in the wild,

with rapid reticulate radiation being influenced by geographical

patterns of distribution (Liu et al., 2017).

Investigatingmeiotic pairingwill help us to better understand the

mode of inheritance in these polyploids. Here, we found some

evidence of parent-specific preferential pairing on LG15 in themale

parent, whereas the other LGs showed no significant deviations

from tetrasomic behaviour. This is broadly consistent with the

previous finding reported in a tetraploid A. chinensis var. chinensis

population, where preferential pairing was detected on LG20,

LG23 and LG27 in the female parent and LG7, LG15, LG22 and

LG27 in the male parent (Tahir et al., 2020). Interestingly, both

studies concur regarding non-random pairing on male LG15.

Together, these studies provide solid evidence to classify tetraploid

kiwifruit as showing mostly tetrasomic inheritance with incidental

partial preferential pairing occurring on some chromosomes.

Further, these results also suggest that the partial preferential

pairing is genus-wide rather than population-specific in Actinidia.

Further studies to elaborate on the mechanism of preferential

pairing on the indicated chromosome would be of particular

interest, it may give an indication of the complex breeding history.

In summary, we screened a germplasm collection to identify

SNPs across Actinidia species, filtered and selected 135K SNPs to

develop a high-genotyping kiwifruit array. The array has been

used to genotype kiwifruit individuals and showed very effective

to distinguish kiwifruit accessions. Furthermore, for a tetraploid

A. arguta population, we generated a high marker density

integrated linkage map of 29 LGs and performed QTL analysis for

the sex locus that led to the identification of a novel QTL on LG3.

Our study points to diversity in sex linkage within the Actinidia

genus, providing new insights into sex determination in the genus

that can also be exploited for early assessment of plant gender in

breeding programs. We finally presented evidence to support

tetrasomic inheritance with partial preferential pairing in kiwifruit.

In conclusion, the kiwifruit 135K array is useful for genome-wide

genetics studies and breeding applications in polyploid kiwifruit.

Experimental procedures

Plant materials

A germplasm panel of 40 kiwifruit genotypes was selected for

sequencing, including cultivated species and wild species

(Table S1). The panel also included the parents ‘Ruby-3’ (female)

and ‘KuiLv-M’ (male) of a tetraploid A. arguta F1 population. To

evaluate the 135K array, the panel of 40 kiwifruit germplasm

genotypes, additional germplasm genotypes and the F1 popula-

tion of ‘Ruby-30 9 ‘Kuilv-M’ (in total 400 individuals) were

genotyped using the array (Table S2). For the F1 population, we

preferably included female plants, accounting for 84–88% of the

mapping population (10 plants sex unknown) used in the genetic

analysis. Plants were grown at the Zhengzhou Fruit Research

Institute, China, under standard field management.

SNP detection and selection

Genomic DNA was extracted from frozen young leaves using

Plant DNA Extraction Kit (Tiangen Biotech Co., Ltd., Beijing,

China). Paired-end DNA sequencing libraries were prepared as
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recommended by the manufacturer protocols and sequenced on

Illumina Novaseq platform (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). Reads

were aligned to the kiwifruit (A. chinensis var. chinensis) Red5

genome using bwa-mem (version 0.7.15) (Pilkington et al., 2018).

Read duplicates were removed using Picard and SNPs were

identified by freebayes with tetraploid settings.

For an Axiom array, it is recommended to design the probe 16–
35 bp upstream or downstream of the variants. Due to the high

level of heterozygosity and polyploidy of the A. arguta genotypes,

it proved difficult to design probes without the interference of

variants in the flanking sequence. We modified the A. chinensis

genome into a consensus A. arguta genome by substituting the

alternative homozygous variants of the female parent ‘Ruby-3’

using custom python scripts, to maximize the efficacy of the

probes on the array. Sequencing reads were re-aligned and SNPs

were identified from the modified ‘Ruby-3’ genome. We selected

SNPs with 35 flanking nucleotides on both sides without

additional SNPs or Indels. The resulting SNPs were quality filtered

and only biallelic SNPs were kept. The flanking sequences of SNPs

were extracted using a custom perl script and mapped back to

the original A. chinensis genome using BLAST+(version 2.2.28).

To maximize the likelihood that SNPs were polymorphic across

Actinidia genotypes, the common SNPs from the subsets of the

sequences: (1) polymorphic between the parents ‘Ruby-3’ and

‘KuiLv-M’ of the F1 population and (2) polymorphic among the

kiwifruit accessions were selected for further technical assess-

ment by Thermo Scientific Affymetrix platform and categorized

into ‘recommended’, ‘neutral’ and ‘not recommended’. The

recommended SNPs were preferably included on the array,

followed by neutral SNPs. To filter against multiple locations of

probes in the genome, the probe sequences were aligned to the

A. chinensis by BLASTN. SNPs with only 1 hit were selected and

functionally annotated with putative impacts using SnpEff 4.2.

Variants that were homozygous in both parents were removed as

these are non-informative for linkage analysis. A/T and C/G

polymorphisms were selected against, as these SNPs require twice

the number of probes on the array. Genomic positions of SNPs

were estimated in the A. chinensis genome and used in filtering

of loci to ascertain an even distribution of marker loci across the

genome to be included on the array. In total, 134 729 target sites

were tiled in 6 micron square features on the chip.

Array evaluation

Genomic DNA was extracted from fresh leaves using the Plant

DNA Extraction Kit (Tiangen Biotech Co., Ltd., Beijing, China).

DNA sample was amplified, fragmented and hybridized on the

chip followed by single-base extension through DNA ligation and

signal amplification, following the Axiom 2.0 Assay Manual. The

Axiom assay was performed on the Affymetrix GeneTitan system

according to the user manual by the Beijing Compass Biotech-

nology Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China).

Following array hybridization and imaging, intensities of probe

signals were processed in Axiom Analysis Suite. Genotypic data

were filtered by MAF ≥5% and missing rates <0.1. MDS analysis

was performed using PLINK v1.90 (Purcell et al., 2007). In

addition, we evaluated the efficiency of genotyping polyploids by

assigning allele dosage. Marker dosages were called from allele

signal ratios of the array using fitPoly (Voorrips et al., 2011).

Linkage map construction

The F1 population of ‘Ruby-3’ 9 ‘Kuilv-M’ was genotyped to

construct a linkage map using polymapR (Bourke et al., 2018a).

Markers were filtered by assessing the match of parental dosage

scores with the segregation of dosages in their progeny, by the

expected tetraploid segregation ratios and by allowing no more

than 10% missing scores. A principal components analysis was

performed to exclude incompatible progenies from the dataset.

Duplicates were merged as unique individuals. Redundant mark-

ers were marked and merged to reduce uninformative markers

for linkage calculations. Marker dosages were converted into nine

simplest segregation types.

The recombination frequency (r), LOD scores and phasing of all

marker pairs were calculated separately for each parent. The

simplex 9 nulliplex and nulliplex 9 simplex markers in the cou-

pling phase were tested to cluster markers into pseudo-

homologues at LOD scores ranging from 4 to 12. The multi-

dose markers such as the duplex 9 nulliplex or simplex 9 sim-

plex markers were used to bridge homologues together, which

creates the links between pseudo-homologue linkage groups. The

biparental markers defined consensus numbers to the linkage

groups between the parents. All other marker types were

assigned to a linkage group and homologues using their linkage

to simplex 9 nulliplex markers. The consistency of marker linkage

group assignment was checked across parents. Markers with

linkages to multiple linkage groups were removed before

calculating all pairwise linkages for each marker combination

within a linkage group. An integrated map of all linkage groups

was created after map ordering using the MDSMap software

(Preedy and Hackett, 2016). The previously binned markers (i.e.

duplicates) were added back and markers were phased using the

inbuilt phasing functionality of polymapR to generate a phased

parental linkage map. The flanking sequence of markers was

blasted against the A. chinensis genome. LGs were re-numbered

and re-oriented to the expected physical position if necessary.

QTL mapping and estimation of preferential pairing

The F1 population of ‘Ruby-3’ 9 ‘Kuilv-M’ male was phenotyped

visually for sex organs during flowering. QTL mapping was

performed using functions in the package polyqtlR (Bourke

et al., 2021). polyqtlR is a tool that performs QTL analysis using

identity-by-descent (IBD) probabilities, which are the probabilities

of inheritance of particular combinations of parental haplotypes.

A LOD threshold for detecting significant QTL was calculated

using a permutation test (1000 permutations, 95% threshold).

Preferential pairing among parental homologues was diagnosed

using the chromosomal pairing behaviour predicted by the

Hidden Markov Model during IBD estimation in polyqtlR.
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